RizePoint Quality
Management Software
A Better Way
to Gather & Manage
Quality-Related Data
RizePoint offers quality management software that consolidates and streamlines
time-consuming, manual processes. It empowers you to collect, store, and analyze
the quality-related data that is important to your business, helping you find new
insights that help you proactively drive improvement. The platform is purpose-built
for quality-related processes, so you can save time and do more to mitigate risk.

Key Benefits

With RizePoint’s ability to
be configured on the fly,
IHG is able to stay on a
single platform across
the globe while still
accounting for
regional differences.

Gather Better Data
Collect the right data more efficiently with
mobile tools and consolidated processes.

See More Trends
Quickly understand your data with built-in
analytics and reporting tools.

Act Faster to Improve

Tony Nelson Manager
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Fix issues immediately with real-time visibility
and automated corrective action alerts.

Keep Brand Promises
Proactively manage quality programs so
you can drive improvement, mitigate risk, and
maintain quality that’s consistent with your brand.
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Key Features
Purpose-Built for Quality Management
Offline Auditing

Supplier Onboarding

Our feature-rich Mobile Auditor
app works online or off for
efficient, time-saving audits,
inspections, and assessments.
Generate feedback reports
immediately for real-time updates
and faster corrective action.

Gather required documents
and details to qualify supplier
relationships that enhance your
brand. Macro and micro views help
you see into the health of your
supplier program and more easily
manage the renewal processes.

More Visibility

Multi-Stakeholder Reporting

Built-in analytics and business
intelligence tools give you realtime visibility into your quality
programs. Configure pinboards
and reporting dashboards
specifically to your business needs
to find meaningful insights that
help you mitigate risk and drive
improvement.

Permissions-based access means
the right stakeholders get the
right information at the right time
without more work for admins.
Report subscriptions make it
easy to deliver insights directly to
stakeholders from the RizePoint
platform.

Centralized Data Storage

Fast Corrective Action

Track, manage, and store all your
data and documents, including
certifying documents, audit
results, product specifications, and
more. Creating a single source of
truth helps teams communicate
as they align to achieve qualityrelated goals.

Take advantage of your data
before it “expires” with rules that
trigger automated corrective
action. Establish due dates, create
alerts, send notifications, and
easily monitor task completion to
decrease risk.

Industry Expertise and Ongoing Value with RizePoint
RizePoint has been in the quality management space for over 20 years serving
top brands worldwide. With a strong focus on customers, we actively seek out
opportunities to improve your experience, and we’re dedicated to consistent
product improvements to ensure you get continued value.

To schedule a demo, please visit
https://rizepoint.com/request-a-demo/
or contact us at info@rizepoint.com.
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